
Many museums charge for admission while others are free. Do you think the 
advantages of charging people for admission to museums outweigh the 
disadvantages? 

     

    Museums are playing pivotal role in countries’ culture maintenance. In other 
words, every country try to keep their historical entities safe in these places. In 
this between, some people believe that there must be some entrance fee for 
these cultural beauties, while the others opine the opposite. In this essay, I will 
explore both points of view before giving my own opinion.

   On the one hand, from ordinary people’s vantage point, having admission fee, 
museums discourage poor people, who cannot afford the ticket price, from 
visiting these interesting areas. To make my point crystal clear, imagine a needy 
teenage student being enthusiastic about historical objects; how could he 
benefit from amusing museums without having enough money to buy a ticket? 
Hence, the emergence of somehow discrimination between different levels of 
society.

   On the other hand, some experts argue that, the more money collecting from 
entrance fee in these artistic monuments, the better conditions being 
conducted for their maintenance. Meaning that, this collected money can spend 
for major expenses, few of most important of which are personnel salaries, bills 
including electricity and water or possible renovating expenditures. Besides, 
that a museum sale  sells  tickets for its entrance not only does not harm 
history-lovers, but also can help to preserve this priceless public wealth by 
restricting people, ; those who are not placing an importance for on it. 
Undoubtedly, paying a price for visiting these places can be seen as a device to 
estimate the visiting value for visitors.

   At last, although pricing museums usage has some undeniable drawbacks, 
were I to choose, I would definitely vote for collecting this money.  Having 
visited many museums myself, I have learnt that the museum whose entrance is 
not free is usually better equipped. Furthermore, the authorities can dedicate a 
part of this obtained budget to special deals for those interested people who 
cannot afford the entry charges.


